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Abstract: Powerful branch predictors along with a large branch target buffer (BTB) are employed in superscalar and
simultaneous multi-threading (SMT) processors for instruction-level parallelism and thread-level parallelism exploitation.
However, the large BTB not only dominates the predictor energy consumption, but also becomes a major roadblock in
achieving faster clock frequencies at deep sub-micron technologies. The authors propose here a filtering scheme to
dramatically reduce the accesses to the BTB to achieve significantly reduced energy consumption in the BTB while
maintaining the performance. For a simulated superscalar microprocessor, the experimental evaluation shows that the BTB
access filtering (BAF) design achieves an 88.5% dynamic energy reduction with negligible performance loss. The authors
also study the leakage behaviour and its control in the BAF design. The results show that by applying a drowsy strategy, very
effective leakage control can be achieved. For the high-performance design, the BAF can also improve BTB’s performance
scalability at new technologies. For the simultaneous multi-threading environment, the authors evaluate the effectiveness of
the BAF design and propose a banked BAF (BK-BAF) scheme to further reduce the energy consumption and performance
overhead. The experimental results confirm that the BK-BAF scheme can be an energy/performance-effective design for next
generation SMT processors.
1 Introduction

Modern high-performance superscalar processor design is
mainly driven by techniques exploiting high instruction-
level parallelism (ILP) and faster clock frequencies with
continuously advancing complementary metal-oxide
semiconductor (CMOS) technology. Besides out-of-order
issue/execution and register renaming, speculative execution
is another major form of ILP exploitation. With correct
branch predictions, the processor not only eliminates
pipeline stalls due to control hazards, but also enables the
datapath front end to supply sufficient instructions for ILP
exploitation at later pipeline stages. However, a
mispredicted branch requires flushing from the datapath
pipeline all instructions fetched along the speculated path
and refilling the pipeline with new instructions from the
resolved target address. Therefore the branch misprediction
penalty is recognised as a major performance limiter in
speculative superscalar processors. A highly accurate branch
predictor is of critical importance in the design of ILP
processors, which has been the focus of tremendous
research efforts [2–5]. As the direction predictor is getting
more and more sophisticated, a large BTB [6] is usually
adopted to supply target addresses for predicted taken
branches, leading to non-trivial energy consumption in
branch predictors [7, 8]. Recent study [8] shows that the
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branch prediction unit contributes a non-trivial percentage,
about 7–10% to the total processors energy consumption.
Our experimental results show that a typical 2k-entry two-
way set-associative BTB dissipates about 86% of the total
branch prediction unit energy in a simulated Alpha 21364
processor. For SMT processors, which target at exploiting
thread-level parallelism (TLP), the situation is even worse,
since larger BTBs are needed in order to support the
speculative execution for multiple threads [9–13].
Consequently, energy optimisation in the BTB is becoming
an indispensable component in the design of energy-aware
processors at deep sub-micron technologies.

As the logic depth of the pipeline stage keeps reducing [14]
at deeply pipelined designs for higher clock frequencies,
operations in many conventional large monolithic structures
such as the issue queue and register file can no longer be
completed within a single pipeline stage, eventually leading
to reduced performance and significantly increased design
complexity. Therefore plenty of research has been devoted
to exploring complexity-effective issue queue and register
file designs, for example, [15–20] among many others. On
the other hand, research on branch prediction has
traditionally focused on direction prediction [2–5]. There is
limited work on the energy optimisation in branch
predictors [7, 8, 21–23], and very few on the complexity
and performance scalability of predictor designs. Moreover,
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once major datapath components adopt such complexity-
effective designs, the branch predictor, especially with a
large BTB, may eventually become a performance
hindrance owing to its monolithic structure, especially in
the SMT environment [24]. It is then important to explore
new scalable BTB designs for high-performance processors
designed at new technology generations.

Based on a study of the distribution of the dynamic branch
direction (taken/not-taken), we propose a filtering scheme
controlled by the branch direction predictor to reduce the
accesses to the BTB. In order to maintain the performance,
we introduce an additional small BTB structure (filter
buffer) into our filter, which further reduces the accesses to
the BTB. For leakage control, the drowsy scheme becomes
more effective in our BAF design, because access filtering
makes the BTB inactive during most periods of time.
Furthermore, our BAF design aims to provide a low-
complexity scalable design supporting higher clock
frequencies at new technology generations. Although a
multi-level BTB was initially proposed and evaluated in [6]
for performance improvement, it was not considered as a
practical implementation option at that technology
generation. In our BAF microarchitecture, the large BTB is
rarely accessed because of the filtering effect. Therefore the
performance degradation caused by the long access latency
in the large BTB at new technology generations can be
amortised. For the energy-efficient BTB design in the SMT
processor, a BK-BAF design is proposed to further reduce
the energy and performance overheads.

A preliminary version of this work [1] was presented at the
IEEE Computer Society Annual Symposium on VLSI
(ISVLSI 2008). We have extended the work (i) by studying
the energy-performance tradeoffs in branch target buffers
(BTBs) for simultaneous multi-threading (SMT) processors,
(ii) by proposing a banked BTB access filtering (BK-BAF)
design to reduce the dynamic and leakage energy
consumption as well as the performance overhead in BTBs
for SMT processors and (iii) by evaluating the performance
scalability of the BK-BAF design in the SMT environment.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Related work
is discussed in Section 2. Section 3 presents the experimental
evaluation framework for this work. We propose our BAF
design in Section 4. A BK-BAF design is further proposed
for the SMT environment in Section 5. The experimental
results and analyses are presented in Section 6. Finally,
Section 7 concludes this work.

2 Related work

Filter cache [25, 26] was proposed for the low power on-chip
cache design. Different from the use of a small cache structure
as the filter in [25, 26], our filtering scheme is controlled by
the output of the branch direction predictor. The small filter
buffer is introduced to further improve the performance and
the filtering effect. In [8], the prediction probe detector
(PPD) detects the non-branch instructions in each cache line
to avoid unnecessary accesses to the branch predictor and
BTB. However, for complete energy savings, the PPD
needs to be accessed before the branch predictor, which
may increase the pipeline latency. Moreover, since each
PPD entry is corresponding to a single cache line in the
instruction cache, it will increase the energy consumption
and design complexity especially with a set-associative
instruction cache. Different from PPD, our BAF targets at
the removal of unnecessary accesses (for all predicted not-
taken branches) to the BTB for energy savings. Further, the
IET Comput. Digit. Tech., 2012, Vol. 6, Iss. 1, pp. 50–58
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BAF design only incurs a negligible performance loss and
slight changes in the hardware implementation. An adaptive
scheme to resize the BTB according to its on-demand
utilisation was proposed in [22] to reduce energy
consumption. This adaptive scheme requires a profiling
phase to collect utilisation information and relies on
software to apply resizing. In contrast, our BAF is a pure
hardware implementation that requires no changes to the
compiler or the application program, which makes BAF
transparent to the software layer. In the next generation
processor architecture, both Intel Nehalem [27] and IBM
System z10 [28] use the two-level BTB design to reduce
the performance penalty of mispredicted branches. Different
from the conventional hierarchical memory structure
designs, where a miss in the upper level of the memory
hierarchy always results in an access to the lower level, the
output of the branch direction predictor in our BAF design
acts as a filter and significantly reduces the unnecessary
accesses to the BTB.

3 Experimental setup

We derive our simulators from SimpleScalar V3.0 [29] to
model a contemporary high-performance microprocessor
similar to Alpha 21364 [30]. In the new simulator, the
original RUU structure is replaced by separated integer
issue queue, floating-point issue queue, integer register file,
floating-point register file and the active list (a.k.a. the
re-order buffer). A MIPS R10000 style register renaming
scheme is adopted in our implementation. Table 1 gives the
detailed configuration of the simulated microprocessor. To
evaluate the energy efficiency and performance scalability
of our BAF design, a modified version of the Wattch power
model [31] is used for power profiling (at 70 nm
technology) during the simulation.

For the BAF study in the SMT environment, we develop an
SMT simulator based on the SimpleScalar to model a modern
microprocessor similar to Alpha 21464 [32]. The fetch
architecture uses the ICOUNT.1.8 [33] fetch policy (up to
eight instructions from one thread each cycle). Table 2
shows the configuration of the simulated SMT processor core.

Table 1 Parameters of the simulated superscalar processor

Processor core

datapath width 4 inst. per cycle

int issue queue 20 entries

FP issue queue 15 entries

load/store queue 64 entries

active list (ACL) 80 entries

int register file 80 registers

FP register file 72 registers

function units 4 IALU, 2 IMULT/IDIV

2 FALU, 1 FMULT/FDIV/FSQRT

2 MemPorts

Branch predictor

branch predictor Alpha 21264 tournament predictor [34]

32-entry RAS

BTB 2048-entry 2-way, 1 port

Memory hierarchy

L1 I/DCache 64 KB, 2 ways, 64B blocks, 2 cycles

L2 UCache 4 MB, 8 ways, 128B blocks, 12 cycles

memory 225 cycles first chunk, 12 cycles rest

TLB Fully-assoc., 128 entries
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For experimental evaluation, we use the SPEC CPU2000
benchmark suite compiled for the Alpha instruction set
architecture using the ‘-arch ev6-non-shared’ option with
‘peak’ tuning. For the simulated superscalar processor, we
use the reference input sets for this study. Each benchmark
is first fast-forwarded to its early single simulation point
(gap and ammp use the standard single simulation point
instead of the very large early single simulation point)
specified by SimPoint [35]. We use the last 100 million
instructions during the fast-forwarding phase to warm up
the caches if the number of skipped instructions is more
than 100 million. Then, we simulate the next 100 million
instructions in detail. For the simulated SMT processor, six
workloads with four threads are used. We randomly choose
the combinations from all integer and floating-point
benchmarks, which are shown in Table 3. 200 million
instructions are used for fast-forwarding and warm-up.
Then, the next 400 million instructions are simulated in detail.

4 BAF for superscalar processors

4.1 Motivation

Since a large BTB dominates the area and energy
consumption of a branch predictor [7, 8], we focus on low-
energy and high-performance BTB designs. In conventional
BTB designs, in order to make the branch target address
available immediately after the branch is predicted as taken,
the large BTB is accessed along with the branch direction
predictors simultaneously in every cycle. Even if the branch
is finally predicted as not-taken, the large BTB has been
accessed for the purpose of improving the performance.
However, this conventional design implies many
unnecessary BTB accesses for predicted not-taken branches,
leading to extra energy consumption in the BTB. Our

Table 3 SMT workloads

Workloads Benchmarks Categories

1 wupwise, swim, gzip, vpr, 2 fp + 2 int

2 mesa, galgel, crafty, parser 2 fp + 2 int

3 art, equake, eon, perlbmk 2 fp + 2 int

4 apsi, wupwise, swim, mgrid 4 fp

5 gap, vortex, bzip2, twolf 4 int

6 gzip, vpr, gcc, mcf 4 int

Table 2 Parameters of the simulated SMT processor

Processor core

fetch policy ICOUNT.1.8

RUU 128 entries

load/store queue 128 entries

function units 6 IALU, 2 IMULT/IDIV

4 FALU, 2 FMULT/FDIV/FSQRT

4 MemPorts

Branch predictor

branch predictor Alpha 21264 tournament predictor [34]

32-entry RAS

BTB 4096-entry 4-way, 2 ports

Memory hierarchy

L1 I/DCache 64 KB, 2 ways, 64B blocks, 2 cycles

L2 UCache 4 MB, 8 ways, 128B blocks, 12 cycles

memory 225 cycles first chunk, 12 cycles rest

TLB Fully-assoc., 128 entries
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experimental results show that on an average about 38.1%
of dynamic branches are predicted as not-taken for which
the BTB access can be avoided.

To avoid the unnecessary BTB accesses for predicted not-
taken branches, the branch direction predictor needs to be
accessed one cycle before the BTB in order to use the
direction prediction as the BTB access filter. However, such
a sequential filter design will put the branch direction
prediction and BTB access into two consecutive pipeline
stages, which will hurt the processor performance (IPC) due
to the increased branch resolution loop [36]. Our
experimental results show that simply delaying the BTB
access one cycle after the branch direction prediction incurs
a 2.9% performance loss on the average, which is not
desirable in a high-performance processor design.

To address the performance issue in the above simple filter
scheme, we introduce a small filter buffer (FB), which itself is
a very small BTB structure, into our filtering scheme. In this
enhanced BAF scheme, the FB is accessed in parallel with the
branch direction predictor, while the BTB is accessed only
when a predicted taken branch misses in the FB.

4.2 Microarchitecture of BAF

Fig. 1 gives the microarchitecture of our BAF design. At the
fetch stage, the instruction cache, the branch direction
predictor and the FB are accessed simultaneously. If the
branch is predicted as not-taken, or the branch is predicted
as taken and the FB hits, the BAF will not involve the BTB
in the next cycle. However, if the branch is predicted as
taken and the FB lookup results in a miss, the BTB needs
to be accessed in the next cycle. In this case, the fetch logic
either stalls or inserts NOP instructions (by supplying an
address of 0) till the result of the BTB access becomes
available. Notice that the access to the BTB is not only
controlled by the outcome of the branch direction prediction,
but also by the result of the FB access (i.e. hit or miss). This
specific characteristic of our BAF differs significantly from
the conventional BTB design, where the BTB is accessed in
parallel with the branch direction predictor. In our BAF, only
the FB is accessed in parallel with the branch direction
predictor every cycle and the BTB is rarely accessed.

The BAF is updated as follows. If there is a FB miss but a
BTB hit for a committed taken branch, we only update the
FB. Otherwise, if misses occur in both the FB and BTB for
a committed taken branch, we update them both. Since the
access miss, especially in the BTB, is very infrequent, the
energy consumption due to updates is relatively small.

Fig. 1 Schematic of the BAF for the superscalar processor
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Notice that the major hardware cost of our BAF design is the
FB which is very small compared to the original BTB.

4.3 Energy efficiency of BAF

4.3.1 Dynamic energy: In our BAF design, FB is the one
of small size and simple organisation, for example, a 128-
entry direct-mapped structure. Therefore the average
dynamic energy consumption per access to the FB is very
small compared to a conventional large BTB. The BTB in
our BAF design can be as large as the conventional ones.
Since most BTB accesses will be served by the FB or
filtered by the non-taken direction prediction before going
to the large BTB, accesses to the large BTB can be
dramatically reduced. Consequently, the dynamic energy
consumption in our BAF can be significantly reduced.

4.3.2 Leakage energy: With the advancing technology,
the leakage energy is becoming an important contributor to
the energy consumption. For leakage savings in our BAF
design, the large BTB can be either designed with high VT

low-leakage transistors, or drowsy [37], or decay [38]
control logic. Owing to its very infrequent activities in the
BTB, our BAF scheme provides additional opportunities to
further optimise the leakage energy in the BTB. In most
cases, only the FB is accessed and the BTB is in the idle
state, which makes the drowsy scheme very effective in our
BAF design. We can put the idle entries into drowsy mode.
When the drowsy entries need to be accessed, there will be
additional cycles for waking up these entries. However, the
performance will not degrade too much because of the rare
occurrence of the wake-ups. This scheme will put most of
the BTB entries into the drowsy mode, which can reduce
the leakage energy of the BTB significantly. In this work,
we explore how aggressively the BTB entries can be put
into the drowsy mode for leakage control. To reduce the
drowsy logic overhead, multiple BTB entries can also share
single drowsy control logic.

4.4 Performance scalability of BAF

Besides its energy efficiency, the design of BAF also aims to
provide a performance and complexity-oriented scalable
solution to BTB designs at new technology generations.
Since the wire delay does not scale very well with advancing
CMOS technology, large monolithic datapath components,
for example, the conventional large BTB, dominated by the
long wire delay are becoming relatively slower, that is,
requiring multiple cycles for access. However, a simple small
BTB to fit in the single-cycle access latency will also
introduce noticeable performance loss due to dramatically
increased BTB misses. The proposed BAF scheme solves this
problem by filtering out most accesses to the large slow BTB.
In our BAF design, owing to its small size, the FB scales
much better with an advanced technology and normally can
be accessed in one cycle. On the other hand, the large BTB
can tolerate longer access latency because of the filtering
effect. Since our BAF design has a relatively high filtering
rate, in most cases the long BTB access latency will not be
incurred. If there is a FB miss and the branch is predicted as
taken, the large BTB is then accessed, which may cause
additional two or three cycles delay. Notice that the FB and
the BTB can be accessed simultaneously to overlap one cycle
latency for the large BTB, which can further improve the
performance. However, this design is less energy efficient
because it introduces a huge number of accesses to the large
IET Comput. Digit. Tech., 2012, Vol. 6, Iss. 1, pp. 50–58
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BTB. Therefore in order to fully exploit the energy efficiency,
we prefer accessing them separately in different cycles.

5 BAF design for SMT processors

5.1 Energy-performance tradeoffs

The SMT architecture [39, 40] was proposed to better exploit
the TLP for high performance microprocessor designs. The
pressure on the BTB is further aggravated in the SMT
environment due to the increased instructions/branches from
multiple threads. Moreover, large BTBs with multiple ports
are also needed in order to support multiple predictions per
cycle. Therefore large and multi-ported BTBs in the SMT
processors will consume even more energy compared to
that in the superscalar processor [41, 42].

One simple solution is to reduce the BTB size, which is
similar to what we have discussed for the superscalar
processors. However, simply reducing the BTB size will
cause significant performance loss and this situation will
become even worse in the SMT environment due to
the high pressure on the BTB. To apply our BAF design in
the SMT environment, we first conduct the profiling on the
directions of the dynamic branch predictions. Our
experimental results show that 31.5% of dynamic branches
are predicted as not-taken, which is similar to that (38.1%)
in the superscalar processor. If we avoid the unnecessary
accesses of these not-taken branches by delaying the BTB
access, it will incur 19.1% performance loss, which is much
worse than that (2.9%) in the superscalar processor.

5.2 BK-BAF for SMT

In the superscalar environment, the BTB miss can be
categorised by two different types: the cold start miss that
occurs during the first time a branch is encountered and the
capacity miss that occurs when branches conflict with each
other due to the limited size of the BTB. The SMT
environment will introduce a new type of BTB miss called
thread competition miss that is caused by branches of
different threads contending for the same BTB entry. In
order to alleviate the thread competition miss in the FB of
our BAF design, we propose a BK-BAF that uses the FB
with the banked design instead of a single monolithic one.

Fig. 2 shows the microarchitecture of the BK-BAF design
with two FB banks. Compared to the original BAF design, the
FB is split into two banks and the thread id is used to

Fig. 2 Schematic of the BK-BAF for the SMT processor
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determine which bank should be accessed. For example, in our
simulated four-thread SMT, only thread 0 and thread 1 will use
the bank 0, and thread 2 and thread 3 will access the bank
1. Therefore the overall competition among different threads
in the FB will be reduced since only two threads will contend
for one bank. The thread competition miss can be further
reduced by splitting the FB into four banks. However, the
capacity miss might be significantly increased if certain thread
(application) demands a large number of branch predictions,
since the size of one bank is halved or quartered compared to
the original FB. Notice that the performance loss can be
further mitigated by the large BTB accessed in the next cycle.

In the SMT environment, if a single-ported BTB is
adopted, it will hurt the performance due to the high
pressure on the BTB. However, a multi-ported BTB will
dramatically increase the dynamic and leakage energy
consumption, as well as the access latency. In our BK-BAF
design, the large BTB is single-ported because the number
of accesses to the BTB is much less than that in the original
design because of the high filtering effect of our BK-BAF
design. Therefore the energy consumption will be further
reduced due to the reduced port number. Notice that each
FB bank in our BK-BAF design is still multi-ported, that is,
two ports in our simulated SMT processor, in order to
support multiple branch predictions per cycle.

5.3 Dynamic and leakage energy savings

For the dynamic energy consumption, our banked FB (e.g.
128-entry, direct-mapped for each bank) consumes much
less dynamic energy owing to its small size compared to
the original BTB (e.g. 4K-entry, four-way set-associative).
Moreover, it also consumes less dynamic energy compared
to a non-banked FB (e.g. 256-entry, direct-mapped), since
the dynamic energy consumption per access is also reduced
due to the reduced bank size.

For the leakage energy control, our single-ported BTB in
the BK-BAF reduces the leakage energy consumption
significantly over the original multi-ported BTB design.
Furthermore, the similar drowsy strategy can be applied as
discussed for the superscalar processor.

5.4 Performance scalability

In the deeply-pipelined design at new technology generations,
the performance scalability issue of the BTB in the SMT
54
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environment will be exacerbated because of its large size
and the increased port number. Although the banked FB in
our BK-BAF is still multi-ported, its access latency can be
maintained at one cycle because of its small size. Further,
high access latency of the BTB in BK-BAF design can also
be reduced due to the single-ported design.

6 Experimental results and analyses

6.1 BAF for superscalar processors

6.1.1 Dynamic energy savings of BAF: To fully exploit
the ILP and the speculative execution, the simulated Alpha
21364 microprocessor in this work uses a large BTB which
is two-way set-associative with 2K entries. The energy
consumption of the large BTB is a big issue in low energy
design. If we reduce the size and organisation of the
conventional BTB, for example, to a 128-entry direct-
mapped BTB, as shown in Fig. 3a, the dynamic energy
consumption of the BTB is reduced by 92.7% on the
average for all benchmarks. However, the energy savings
come at an average performance loss of 1.5% as shown in
Fig. 3b. For some integer benchmarks, such as gap and
perlbmk, the performance losses are 10.8 and 7.6%,
respectively. Therefore simply reducing the size of the BTB
is not always an effective solution for the low-energy
design due to the noticeable performance degradation.

Our BAF design intends to minimise the performance loss
while significantly reducing the BTB energy consumption. In
this work, we choose a 128-entry direct-mapped FB in order
to maintain a high filtering rate at low energy consumption.
Fig. 4 shows the filtering effectiveness of our BAF. On an
average, only 4% of the dynamic branches will eventually
access the BTB in our BAF design. Fig. 3a shows that the
BAF reduces the dynamic energy by 88.5% over a
conventional (2K-2W) BTB at a negligible 0.1%
performance loss as shown in Fig. 3b, an average across all
benchmarks. Notice that the additional energy consumption
by the FB is included in the BAF.

6.1.2 Effectiveness of leakage control in BAF: For
leakage control, we adopt the drowsy strategy [37] for our
BAF. BTB entries are periodically put into the drowsy mode
and an additional 1-cycle activation delay overhead is
assumed when accessing a drowsy BTB entry. We use
leakage power numbers provided in [37] for this study. The
Fig. 3 Comparison of the dynamic energy consumption and the performance among different BTB designs in the superscalar processor

a Dynamic energy
b Performance
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Fig. 4 Filtering effect of the BAF in the superscalar processor
leakage energy model of the BTB is given by (1). Lnormal and
Ldrowsy are the leakage energy consumptions of the BTB entries
in normal and drowsy mode, respectively. Lwakeup is the
additional energy consumed by waking up drowsy entries
into the normal mode when they need to be accessed.

LBTB = Lnormal + Ldrowsy + Lwakeup (1)

Fig. 5a shows the leakage reduction rates when the drowsy
interval increases from 32 to 8K cycles. On an average,
integer (floating-point) benchmarks achieve a maximum
leakage reduction of 81.8% (83.6%) with the drowsy interval
of 128 (256) cycles, at the cost of a minor performance loss
of 0.6% (0.03%) as shown in Fig. 5b. Our experimental
results have demonstrated the superior energy-performance
efficiency of our BAF design.

6.1.3 Evaluation of the performance-scalable BAF
design: To evaluate the performance scalability of the
BAF design at new technology generations, we performed
additional experiments with access latencies of 2 and 3
cycles for the large conventional BTB. Similarly, in the
IET Comput. Digit. Tech., 2012, Vol. 6, Iss. 1, pp. 50–58
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BAF, the large BTB (two-way set-associative with 2K-
entry) will need 2 or 3 cycles to be accessed at new
technology generations and the small FB (direct-mapped
with 128-entry) will maintain its 1-cycle access latency.

Our results presented in Fig. 6 show that (i) 2-cycle
(2K-2W-2) and 3-cycle (2K-2W-3) conventional BTBs
incur significant performance losses of 4.4 and 12% for
integer benchmarks compared to an ideal 1-cycle BTB (2K-
2W-1); (ii) BAF with a 2-cycle (BAF-2) or 3-cycle BTB
(BAF-3) only loses 0.8 or 1.6% performance compared to
the ideal BTB, an average for integer benchmarks; and (iii)
for floating-point benchmarks, BAF introduces an even
more negligible performance loss of 0.04% (0.1%),
compared to the 1.6% (3.6%) performance loss in the
conventional BTBs when the access latency is increased to
2 (3) cycles. These results further confirm that BAF can be
a performance-effective/complexity-effective design for next
generation processors.

6.2 BK-BAF for SMT processors

6.2.1 Dynamic energy savings: In our simulated SMT
processor, a large 4K-entry four-way set-associative BTB
Fig. 5 BTB leakage energy reduction rates and performance comparison at different drowsy intervals in the superscalar processor

a Leakage reduction
b Performance
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Fig. 6 Performance scalability of the BAF in the superscalar processor
with two ports is used. If we reduce the size and organisation
of the BTB to a 256-entry direct-mapped BTB with two ports,
the dynamic energy consumption will be reduced by 84.6%
and the performance will degrade by 7.8% on average, as
shown in Fig. 7.

If the BAF design for superscalar processors is adopted for
the SMT environment, results in Fig. 7a show that a single
256-entry direct-mapped FB with a double-ported BTB
(BAF-2P) achieves a 75.8% reduction in dynamic energy
consumption and a single FB with an single-ported BTB
(BAF-1P) reduces the dynamic energy consumption by
80.1%. Fig. 7b shows that the performance degradation for
the BAF-2P and BAF-1P is nearly the same, which is about
1.2%. Our BK-BAF design with two 128-entry direct-
mapped FB banks and a single-ported BTB (BK-BAF-2B)
increases the dynamic energy reduction to 88.1% and
reduces the performance loss to 0.86%. If we further divide
the FB into four banks (BK-BAF-4B), the dynamic energy
reduction slightly increases to 89.1% while the performance
loss also increases to 1.1% because of its small bank size
(64-entry). Therefore the BK-BAF with two FB banks will
56
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be the best choice in our SMT BTB design and will be
used as the default configuration in our following study.

6.2.2 Leakage energy savings: The single-ported BTB
in our BK-BAF design reduces the leakage energy
consumption by 33.5% compared to the original double-
ported BTB design. We further conduct the drowsy strategy
study on the leakage energy reduction in our BK-BAF
design. Our simulation results show that a 4K-cycle drowsy
interval achieves a maximum 86.4% leakage energy
reduction with only a 0.75% performance loss, which are
shown in Fig. 8.

6.2.3 Performance scalability: To evaluate the
performance scalability of our BK-BAF design, we conduct
similar experiments with access latencies of 2 and 3 cycles
for the large BTB in SMT. The small FB banks still
maintain 1 cycle access latency. Our simulation results in
Fig. 9 show that (i) 2-cycle (4K-4W-2) and 3-cycle (4K-
4W-3) conventional BTBs cause dramatic performance
degradations of 19.1 and 33.5% compared to an ideal
Fig. 7 Comparison of the dynamic energy consumption and the performance among different BTB designs in the SMT processor

a Dynamic energy
b Performance
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Fig. 8 Leakage energy reduction rates and the performance impact of the drowsy scheme in the BK-BAF design (single-ported BTB) in the
SMT processor

a Leakage reduction
b Performance
1-cycle BTB (4K-4W-1); (ii) BK-BAF with a 2-cycle (BK-
BAF-2) or 3-cycle BTB (BK-BAF-3) only incurs 1.8 or
2.9% performance loss compared to the ideal BTB.

7 Conclusions

The exponentially increasing on-chip power density and wire
delay at new technology generations demand new efforts to
deliver high performance and low energy processor designs.
In this work, we focus on the BTB design that dominates
the energy consumption of the branch prediction unit. First,
we performed a detailed study on the performance and
energy tradeoffs of conventional BTBs in superscalar
processors. Based on the observed filtering effect of the
branch direction predictor, we proposed a BAF design to
significantly reduce the dynamic energy consumption in the
BTB at minimum performance overhead. The experimental
results show that our BAF can achieve an 88.5% dynamic
energy reduction with only a 0.1% performance loss. BAF
also provides new opportunities for leakage control in the
BTB. By employing the drowsy scheme, the BTB leakage
energy is reduced by 83% at a negligible 0.3% performance
loss. Our BAF design also provides a performance-scalable
design at deep sub-micron technologies. In deeply pipelined
designs, our BAF can achieve nearly the ideal one cycle
access latency. Furthermore, we evaluate our BAF design in

Fig. 9 Performance scalability of the BK-BAF design in the SMT
processor
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the SMT environment and propose a BK-BAF design to
improve the energy efficiency and performance. The results
show that our BK-BAF with a two-bank FB design reduces
the dynamic energy consumption by 88.1% and leakage
energy consumption in BTB by 86.4% with drowsy scheme
at minimum performance overhead. Our BK-BAF also
demonstrates good performance scalability at new
technologies. These results confirm us that our proposed
BAF can be a practical low energy and high performance
BTB design for new generation microprocessors.
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